
SILVANA MOSSANO

 September 29th 2021 Hearing 

Defence lawyer Astolfo Di Amato (who, with his colleague Guido Carlo 
Alleva, defends the Swiss businessman in the trial "Eternit Bis", in the 
Court of Assizes in Novara) asked how did a businessman of Stephan 
Schmidheiny's stature, at the head of a group with several companies in 
several countries, know what was going on at the Casale Monferrato 
plant? This is one of the questions the defence asked in the cross of the 
Public Prosecutors’  expert, Paolo Rivella, yesterday morning, Wednesday,
September the 29th , in the Court presided by Judge Gianfranco Pezone 
(with Judge  Manuela Massino and the Jury aka popular judges).

On Monday, Rivella had spoken for six hours to illustrate the role of the 
Schmidheinys in managing  their (cement and asbestos)  companies. Since 
1976, Stephan had been in charge of asbestos, while his brother Thomas 
was left in charge of the cement factories by his father Max. The expert for
prosecutors Gianfranco Colace and Mariagiovanna Compare, concluded 
with an clear statement: "The Schmidheinys were the bosses".

The defence lawyer tried to undermine the prosecutors’ expert, questioning
whether a businessman with such a galaxy of companies could have been 
aware of what was going on in the Casalese plant, not knowing whether he
had ever seen it; someone said that perhaps he had been there once, but 
there is no certain proof. At the last hearing, Rivella had shown a letter 
announcing the visit of some technicians to Casale and, among the names 
mentioned, Stephan Schmidheiny’s.

How many plants were part of the Swiss group asked the lawyer Elisa 
Surbone who replacing her colleague Alleva. Rivella: "Mittelholzer, who 
was a senior executive of Schmidheiny, had indicated roughly a thousand 
companies, before the cement and asbestos sectors were divided between 
the two brothers".
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Let’s go back to Stephan's role, because it is his position that counts in this
trial, as he has to defend himself against the charge of wilful  murder, with 
of the 392 people from Casale who died from asbestos.

WHO WAS IN CHARGE?

Lawyer Di Amato tried to point out  contradictions and inaccuracies: he 
raised the doubt that one man could have had the whole situation under 
control and suggested that it was instead entrusted to executives and 
managers of various levels, according to their role in the company 
hierarchy. 

"Stephan Schmidheiny had always managed the company using managers,
men he trusted, trained in Switzerland (even with psychological tests 
carried out there), appointed by him and who answered directly to him. An
example? 'Luigi Giannitrapani, managing director of Eternit spa, the 
number one in Italy, with whom he had a confidential correspondence, 
deposited in a specific post box in Genoa'. Di Amato notes that those were 
the years of the Red Brigades and, perhaps, it was simply a precaution to 
safeguard the correspondence. "Yes, but then it should have applied to all 
correspondence and not just that,' Rivella concluded. And continued: 'The 
control of the Swiss (including Stephan's predecessors, his father Max and 
uncle Ernst, ed.) was more pervasive than that exercised by the Belgian 
Emsens. Stephan Schmidheiny managed as much as possible himself, even 
though he delegated some to managers who were personally chosen by 
him. Ownership and management were concentrated in him: a figure very 
close to the one conceived in Italy as an owner- boss.

INVESTMENTS AND COMPETITION

Mr Di Amato then went on to discuss the investment made by the Swiss 
group in the acquisition of the Italian company Eternit in 1972, while the 
Belgians had pulled out because they no longer considered it profitable. He
challenged Rivella: "You said that the Swiss group acquired Eternit in 
Italy to keep competitors at bay (medium to large ones such as Sacelit, 
Fibronit, Italtubi and other smaller ones). But hadn't you said the 
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Schmidheinys were capable and enterprising entrepreneurs? Why would 
they have been afraid?". The consultant explained that 'the Swiss had 
indeed shown that they were not afraid of difficult investments: they 
proved it in Libya, Egypt, Lebanon, for example. True, they were less 
afraid of country risk than the Belgians. But they were afraid of the 'small' 
competitors in Italy, and wanted to keep them at bay so as not to 
compromise their monopoly'. Di Amato challenged: 'But what kind of 
monopoly are we talking about if, in fact, there were a number of 
companies with different owners in Italy! Rivella replied: "No, no, it was 
the monopoly in Europe that they wanted to protect, preventing the "small"
Italian asbestos entrepreneurs from crossing the border and bothering 
their companies in Switzerland and Germany".

BALANGERO ASBESTOS TAKEOVER

In 1978, the Swiss group bought fifty per cent of Amiantifera Balangero, 
the company that owned the only asbestos mine  in Europe. Di Amato 
challenged the consultant: "You said that, in the early Nineteen Seventies, 
they felt that the asbestos sector was heading for decline, deemed to die. 
So why then would they have invested money (ten billion) to buy the  
Amiantifera Mine in Balangero?". The consultant replied that 'at the 
beginning of the decade, that is what they believed, but by 1977/78 they 
saw that the their time horizon was longer than previously estimated. So 
they decided to get all they could. Owning  the only asbestos quarry in 
Europe was a big advantage over competitors: no one else could get the 
raw material, which is, by the way, the most expensive compared to the 
poorer materials in the mix, which are cement and water."

RESEARCH

 "Did Eternit spa in Italy have a research centre?" inquired defence 
counsel Di Amato. " No," reiterated the consultant. "And, then, what's 
strange about the reference being the laboratory directed by the medical 
scientist Klaus Robock, in Neuss?" 
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More than strange, Rivella pointed out that "Robock was not only an 
expert, but a propagandist in favour of the use of asbestos". This meant 
that he was steering experiments and studies to cover up for asbestos 
related illnesses.

The defence lawyer pressed on: "In the early Seventies, even Irving 
Selikoff recognised that a controlled use of asbestos, i.e. used under safe 
conditions, was not to be excluded". The question is indeed a tricky one. 
Rivella recalled that, in 1964, Selikoff had sounded the worldwide alarm: 
'Asbestos causes cancer, and not only in those who work with it', he had 
been criticised, mocked and marginalised and for his position. But then 
what? Then, Rivella admitted, Selikoff changed his initial opinions over 
time; however, the consultant suggested reading the book "Defending the 
indefensible", by Jock McCullogh and Geoffrey Tweedale, published by 
Oxford University Press, where Selikoff's personality is also examined in 
the later part of his life. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY INVESTMENTS 

Di Amato quoted the amounts spent in Italy: "How can you say that they 
did not invest in safeecurity?". Rivella, who had quantified the sums for 
health and safety at just under 4 billion lire (under 2 million Euros) , 
although not detailed and not all of which could be attributed to specific 
interventions reiterated: "There was no specific item in the budgets". The 
defence lawyer was not entirely satisfied with the answer: 'Was it 
compulsory to indicate the figures for safety measures in the budgets? 
Rivella admitted that at the time it was not, 'but, for the sake of 
transparency, if you spend the money, you should  write it down'. He 
added: "I saw that Eternit made an effort to measure dust and fibres, but I 
did not see any effort to limit fibres.

NEUSS AND AULS 76

Defence lawyer Di Amato wanted to define the Swiss entrepreneur’s role 
and intentions expressed at the Neuss conference, in Germany, where he 
had summoned his top executives in June 1976. "He highlighted the health
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risks and proposed a "rehabilitation of the companies with technical 
measures and the implementation of controls". This was written in the 
minutes. And he also said that the work had to be carried out with energy 
and without a lot of fuss. Does that sound like the behaviour of a 
businessman who does not care about the risks involved? 

For Rivella, the interpretation is this: 'Schmidheiny spoke nice words, but 
there is a contradiction between what he said and what he did. Only five 
months later, at the Ermadingen seminar, the Auls 76 manual came out, 
all of which focused on providing indications aimed at hiding or 
minimising the dangers of asbestos to those who asked questions about it'.

BELLODI MANUAL

Guido Bellodi, head of the Milanese public relations company, which 
Schmidheiny turned to in 1984 (and which he used at least until 2005, as 
far as we know), what was his strategic role? According to the defence 
lawyer Di Amato, it is not so strange that the Swiss entrepreneur had relied
on them: "A company belonging to  a very important business family goes 
bankrupt1, and criminal proceedings start. Is this usual in other 
countries?" the lawyer asks. No, in other countries criminal proceedings 
for events like these are not carried out ('and in fact Italy is looked at as 
an example' Rivella reiterates); instead, civil lawsuits with huge 
compensation are carried out. 

"So,' Di Amato resumes, 'there is a criminal case in Italy and, in addition, 
these are the years of "Mani pulite2". Can't all this justify resorting to 
Bellodi?".

The answer is stopped by the President of the Court, it is not a subject on 
which the consultant is required to express himself. 

The defence counsel resumed: "Bellodi suggested a low-profile strategy: 
what did he do, in particular?". Rivella explained that "he placed a series 
of people in the area to secretly gathered information on what was 

1 Eternit SpA in Italy in 1984 went into receivership and went bankrupt in 1986,
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mani_pulite
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happening against Eternit at the political, trade union, and community 
level". The defence urged: "In fact, he just kept quiet. And what's wrong 
with that?". 

Quiet in the sense that he did not speak, yes, but he wrote: "In the famous 
Bellodi Manual, which is known as the 'Bible', - explained Rivella - are in 
black and white responses that were to be given so that the story remained 
strictly confined to the local area and only references to local leaders, who
acted as a barrier. 

It was imperative to prevent interest and curiosity from encroaching on 
those indicated as levels 3 and 4: i.e. top Swiss companies and, above all, 
the name of Stephan Schmidheiny.

The SWISS BECON COMPANY

Speaking of companies, the Prosecutor Colace recalled Becon, already 
mentioned at the last hearing by the consultant. "What was Becon?" he 
asked. "It was the container for the whole asbestos legacy." Colace: "The 
same company that enters into transactions with citizens?" Rivella: 'Yes, 
Becon is Schmidheiny's company. Stephan Schmidheiny's signature is not 
on the transactions, but the victims named in the trial in which 
Schmidheiny is the defendant are compensated.

NEXT HEARING

On Monday, 4 October, another Prosecution consultant: Luca Mingozzi, 
prevention technician of Arpa (Environmental Agency) .

https://www.silmos.it/?
p=2325&preview_id=2325&preview_nonce=9e2d0c5d52&post_format=standard&_thumbnail_id=2336&pr
eview=true

Lawyer D’Amico’s office  (Lawyer G. Mattalia) 

At today's hearing the defence lawyer cross examined Dr. Rivella. The 
defence's questions were mainly aimed at undermining  the consultant in 
the part of his testimony where he claimed that the investments in health 
safety made by the Swiss group (which managed the Eternit plants in Italy)
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were in fact much lower than stated, especially as regards dust abatement 
and plant modernisation. The defence lawyers then tried to downplay the 
defendant's role in the management of the plants in Italy, arguing that 
Schmidheinyhe was actually a very high-level managerial figure who dealt
with the group's industrial policies and could not have known the local 
situation of each plant.

    "At the hearing of 27 September, Dr Paolo Rivella, a Public 
Prosecutor’s expert witness, was heard. The consultant reconstructed in 
detail the corporate events of the companies that managed the Eternit plant
in Casale Monferrato over the years, and then went on to examine the 
cartel of industries that dealt worldwide with the production and trade of 
asbestos-cement products and the role of Eternit within the cartel itself. Dr.
Rivella then examined in depth the relationship between Eternit Italy and 
Eternit Switzerland, headed by the Schmidheiny family, and in particular 
Stephan Ernst Schmidheiny, the current defendant.

    The final part of the expert's direct was devoted to the activities 
promoted by the defendant after the closure of the plant, aimed at 
monitoring the initiatives of trade unions, associations, lawyers and even 
magistrates concerning the case of environmental pollution by asbestos 
fibres in the territory of Casale Monferrato.
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